
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Dear Customers, Dear Business Partners 
 
According to the G-7, the "largest and most profitable" companies should in the future 
tax part of their profits in the sales market countries. In addition, a global minimum tax 
rate of 15% shall be enforced worldwide starting 2023. That sounds good and fair for 
the large and at least partially not so efficient industrialised countries. Any collateral 
damage to innovative and agile small states seems to be considered acceptable. Swit-
zerland would do well to skilfully exploit other existing locational advantages and thus 
maintain its competitive advantage despite the "international tax revolution". Subscribe 
to our newsletter (www.brag.ch/newsletter) or follow us on social media - we will be 
glad to keeping you up to date. 
 
The magazine BILANZ has again elected us in 2021 as one of the top 100 tax and 
accounting experts in Switzerland. We are very pleased that our services are highly 
recognised and appreciated. 
 
High quality advisory services require qualified employees. In summer, we could con-
gratulate Nina Schembs on successfully completing her apprenticeship and welcomed 
Nils Sidler as a new trainee. In addition, we were able to strengthen our team with 
Sandra Hotz, Albert Müller and Christian Bieli. All of them have many years of experi-
ence and extensive qualifications in our profession. We are very pleased having all 
these new colleagues on board and are very much looking forward to a prosperous 
cooperation. Our team member Carla Roth successfully passed the exam to become 
a specialist in finance and accounting in autumn, for which we warmly congratulate 
her. We would like to take this opportunity to thank all our employees, who always 
contribute with great dedication to the success and good reputation of our company. 
 
We would also like to thank you most sincerely for the valued cooperation and the 
trust you have placed in us and our services. We wish you and your relatives, in the 
name of all our employees, good health, Merry Christmas as well as a happy and 
successful New Year. 
 
Due to the Coronavirus we are not offering a complimentary gift to our clients at our 
reception this year. However, we are happy to support the foundation Schweizer 
Berghilfe with a donation on your behalf. 
 
Your brag contrast team 
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Increase in private share of company cars 
On 1 January 2022, the flat-rate monthly private share for company cars will be in-
creased from 0.8% to 0.9% of the car purchase price (excl. VAT). This corresponds to 
10.8% per year and, as before, only applies if the cars are used more than 50% for 
business purposes. The private share now also includes the commute to work, which 
means that the employer's obligation to declare the share of external work on the salary 
slip no longer applies. 
 
 
VAT Short-time work and hardship compensations 
Short-time work compensations and other COVID-19 contributions from the public sec-
tor are not subject to VAT and do not lead to an input tax reduction. This income must 
be declared in the VAT form under code 910. If input tax reductions have already been 
made as a result of receiving contributions, these can be reversed by means of a cor-
rection or adjustment statement at year end. 
 
 
New inheritance law as of 1 January 2023 
In the future, testators will be able to freely dispose of a larger part of their estate. 
Today, children are entitled to 3/4 of the legal inheritance as a compulsory share. In 
the future it will only be 1/2. The parents' compulsory share will be abolished completely 
with the new law. Anyone who would like to arrange their estate by means of a will 
according to their wishes will therefore be less restricted in the future by compulsory 
shares. There will be a higher freely available quota. 
 
 
New compliance rules for sustainable economy 
The EU plans to introduce mandatory sustainability reporting for larger companies from 
1 January 2023. The focus is on Environmental Social Governance (ESG) as a broad 
term for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). It can be assumed that similar report-
ing obligations will also be introduced in Switzerland in the near future. 
 

 
 
Specialist magazine for executives 
Are you interested in other topics for executives? We regularly publish a specialist 
magazine on current topics. Please register your interest at office@brag.ch and we will 
gladly send you a copy. Further magazines can be found at: www.brag-zug.com/pub-
lications 
 
We would be pleased to keep you informed during the year with interesting news and 
facts about taxes, accounting, auditing and fiduciary services. Subscribe to our news-
letter (www.brag.ch/newsletter), visit us on ourhomepage www.brag-zug.com or follow 
us on social media (twitter | linkedIn | facebook).  
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